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Using strong subdifferentiability of convex functionals, we give a new sufficient
condition for proximinality of closed subspaces of finite codimension in a Banach
space. We apply this result to the Banach space K(l2) of compact operators on l2 and
we show that a finite codimensional subspace Y of K(l2) is strongly proximinal if and
only if every linear form which vanishes on Y attains its norm. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Compactness is crucially needed for showing that distances to closed
subsets are attained and that multivalued maps with closed graphs are
upper-semicontinuous. Compactness arguments usually fail in infinite
dimensional Banach spaces and the question arises whether substitutes can
be used. The interesting answer is that it is sometimes, but not always,
possible.
In this work, we investigate proximinality of closed vector subspaces, in
its usual and in its strong form, according to the following terminology.
Let X be a normed linear space and let Y be a closed linear subspace of
X. For x ¥X, define
d(x, Y)=inf{||x−y||; y ¥ Y},
PY(x)={y ¥ Y; ||x−y||=d(x; Y)},
and for any d > 0
PY(x, d)={y ¥ Y; ||x−y|| < d(x, Y)+d}.
The space Y is said to be proximinal in X, if for each x ¥X, the set PY(x) is
nonempty. We say that Y is strongly proximinal (See [G-I1]) if it is
proximinal and if, for any x ¥X and E > 0, there exists d > 0 such that
y ¥ PY(x, d) implies that d(y, PY(x)) < E. We note that strong proximi-
nality is not a new notion; indeed, it has been introduced under the name
H-set in [V1] and further developed in [V2 , V3, V4, B].
It is difficult to find usable conditions which determine if a given sub-
space is proximinal. Various characterizations and sufficient conditions for
proximinality of closed subspaces of finite codimension are available (see
[Ga, S, V5, V6, I1, I2]), and the strong proximinality case has been
recently investigated in [GI1]. An easy consequence of a proximinality
characterization of Garkavi [Ga] is the following necessary condition for
proximinality of finite codimentional subspaces:
Y is proximinal in XS every f ¥ Y+ attains its norm on X. (1)
This necessary condition is easy to check, but unfortunately it is far from
being sufficient for proximinality [P1]. For some spaces X it does suffice
(see [D, I1, I2, GI3]). In fact, this is true under smoothness assumptions
on the dual space X* or alternatively under convexity assumptions on the
space X. It turns out that the assumptions which have been used so far are
too strong for being satisfied by classical nonreflexive spaces equipped with
their natural norm. This work provides weaker assumptions which do
apply to such spaces.
In the first part of this paper (Sections 2 and 3), we present a new geo-
metric criterion, which implies strong proximinality, and thus proximi-
nality, of closed subspaces Y of finite codimension of a Banach space X
such that every f ¥ Y+ attains its norm. Unexpectedly, equivalence
between proximinality and its strong version thus holds for many spaces
which are not reflexive and not strictly convex. In the second part of this
paper (Sections 4 and 5), we illustrate our criterion by applying it to
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X=K(l2) and we clear up proximinality questions for finite codimensional
subspaces of K(l2).
Notation. In the following, X denotes a real Banach space, X* its dual,
BX the closed unit ball of X, and SX the unit sphere of X. The class of all
functionals in X* which attain their norm on X is denoted by NA(X). All
subspaces are assumed to be closed. If Y is a closed subspace of finite
codimension in a general normed linear space X, let Y+ denote the
annihilator space of Y given by
{f ¥X*; f(y)=0 -y ¥ Y}.
If C ıX, then Co(C) and Ext(C) denote the convex hull and the set of
extreme points of C respectively. Also, C¯w* denotes the weak* closure of C
in the second dual space X**.
Let F be a real valued convex function defined on a Banach space Z. For
fixed z and y in Z, (F(z+ty)−F(z))/t is an increasing function of t and
therefore limtQ 0+ (F(z+ty)−F(z))/t exists. Further, if t > 0,
(F(z+ty)−F(z))/t \ lim
tQ 0+
(F(z+ty)−F(z))/t. (2)
The set of subdifferentials of F at z, denoted by “F(z), is defined by
“F(z)={f ¥X* : f(h) [ F(z+h)−F(z) -h ¥X}.
For f ¥ “F(z) and h ¥X, we have
f(h) [ lim
tQ 0+
(F(z+th)−F(z))/t
and moreover there exists (See Proposition 2.24 of [P2]) some f ¥ “F(z)
such that
f(h)= lim
tQ 0+
(F(z+th)−F(z))/t. (3)
We say that F is strongly subdifferentiable (SSD) at z ¥ Z (see [FP,
DGZ]) if the one-sided limit
lim
tQ 0+
(F(z+th)−F(z))/t
exists uniformly for h ¥ SZ.
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2. THE CONVEX FUNCTIONAL SC
Let X be a Banach space and let C be a closed, convex, and bounded
subset of X. We define a real valued, convex functional SC on X* by
SC(f)=sup
C
(f).
This functional is usually called the support function of the set C. Our
proximinality result involves strong subdifferentiability of convex func-
tionals. The purpose of this section is to find necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the strong subdifferentiability of SC. We first recall a simple fact.
Fact 2.1. “SC(f)={f ¥ C¯w*; f(f)=SC(f)}.
Proof. If f ¥ “SC(f), then
f(h) [ SC(f+h)−SC(f) [ SC(h) -h ¥X*
and hence f ¥ C¯w* by the bipolar theorem. Since SC(0)=0,
f(−f) [ −SC(f)
and therefore f(f)=SC(f). Conversely, if f ¥ C¯w*, f(g) [ SC(g) for all
g ¥X* and if f(f)=SC(f), it follows that
f(g−f)=f(g)−SC(f) [ SC(g)−SC(f)
and so f ¥ “SC(f). This completes the proof of Fact 2.1.
Remark 2.1. If we let
JC(f)={x ¥ C : f(x)=SC(f)},
then by Fact 2.1, we have JC(f)=“SC(f) 5X. When C=BX, we simply
denote JBX (f)=JX(f). Note that although the set “SC(f) is always
nonempty, the set JC(f) can be empty.
We now characterize strong subdifferentiability of the convex func-
tional SC.
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a Banach space and C be a closed, convex,
and bounded subset of X. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) The convex functional SC is SSD at f ¥X*.
(b) Given E > 0, there exists d > 0 such that
f ¥ C¯w*, f(f) > SC(f)−dS d(f, “SC(f)) < E.
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(c) The set JC(f) is nonempty and given E > 0, there exists d > 0 such
that
x ¥ C, f(x) > SC(f)−dS d(x, JC(f)) < E.
Proof.
(a)S (b): Assume (a). If (b) fails, we can find a sequence fn ı C¯w*
such that
fn(f)Q SC(f) and d(fn, “SC(f)) > E0 > 0.
By Fact 2.1, “SC(f) is a weak* compact convex subset of X** and the
Hahn–Banach theorem provides a sequence hn ı SX* such that
fn(hn)−k(hn) > E0 -k ¥ “SC(f).
Also by (3), for each n, there exists kn ¥ “SC(f) such that
kn(hn)= lim
tQ 0+
t−1[SC(f+thn)−SC(f)]. (4)
Now,
SC(f+thn)−SC(f) \ fn(f+thn)−kn(f)
=(fn−kn)(f)+t(fn−kn)(hn)+tkn(hn).
Hence if t > 0,
t−1[SC(f+thn)−SC(f)]−kn(hn) \ (fn−kn)(hn)+t−1(fn−kn)(f)
\ E0+t−1(fn−kn)(f).
So, if tn=2(kn−fn)(f)/E0, then
t−1n [SC(f+tnhn)−SC(f)]−kn(hn) \ E0/2, -n.
Since limn (fn−kn)(f)=0, limnQ. tn=0, and this together with (4)
shows that
lim
tQ 0+
t−1[SC(f+thn)−SC(f)]
is not uniform on (hn)n \ 1 ı SX*, contradicting (a).
(b)S (c): We will show the following fact, which extends [GI1,
Lemma 1.1] with a similar proof.
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Fact 2.3. If (b) holds, then JC(f) ]” and for each x ¥ C, d(x, “SC(f))
=d(x, JC(f)).
Proof. Choose any a > d(x, “SC(f)) and E > 0. Then there exists
f ¥ “SC(f) such that ||x−f|| < a. Using the principle of local reflexivity, we
can get a net (xl) ı C such that
||x−xl || < a -l and lim
l
f(xl)=f(f)=SC(f).
Now, (b) implies that liml d(xl, “SC(f))=0. Hence there exists x1 ¥ C
such that
||x−x1 || < a and d(x1, “SC(f)) < E.
Repeating the above argument with x1 and E replacing x and a, respec-
tively, we get x2 ¥ C satisfying
||x1−x2 || < E and d(x2, “SC(f)) < E/2.
Proceeding thus inductively, we obtain a norm Cauchy sequence (xn) ı C
such that if x.=limnxn, then x. ¥ “SC(f) 5 C=JC(f) by Fact 2.1 and
||x−x. || < a+2E.
Hence JC(f)]” and d(x, JC(f)) < a+2E. Since E> 0 and a> d(x, “SC(f))
were chosen arbitrarily, this proves Fact 2.3 and the implication (b)S (c).
(c)S (b): If f ¥ C¯w* and f(f) > SC(f)−d, there exists a net
(xl) ı C such that
f=w*− lim xl and f(xl) > SC(f)−d -l.
Hence d(xl, JC(f)) < E for each l. If (yl) ı JC(f) is such that
||xl−yl || < E and k is a weak* cluster point of the net (yl), then
k ¥ “SC(f) and ||f−k|| [ E.
(b)S (a): Let f ¥X* and E > 0. Let d be as in (b). As C is bounded,
so is “SC ı C¯w*. Hence there exists E0 > 0 such that for all g ¥X* satisfying
||f−g|| < E0, and for all f ¥ “SC(g), we have
|f(g)−f(f)| < d/2 and |SC(g)−SC(f)| < d/2.
Hence f(f) > SC(f)−d. This with (b) implies that there exists k ¥ “SC(f)
such that
||f−k|| < E. (5)
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Applying Fact 2.1 twice, we have
f(g−f) \ SC(g)−SC(f) \ k(g−f). (6)
Also, for any h ¥X* and f0 ¥ “SC(f), we have
lim
tQ 0+
t−1[SC(f+th)−SC(f)] \ f0(h). (7)
Now using (5), taking g=f+th in (6) and f0=k in (7), we get for all
t ¥ (0, E0) and for all h ¥X* with ||h||=1,
E \ (f−k)(h)
\ t−1[SC(f+th)−SC(f)]− lim
tQ 0+
t−1[SC(f+th)−SC(f)],
which implies that SC is SSD at f. This concludes the proof of the propo-
sition.
We conclude this section with the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Let C be as in Proposition 2.2. If SC is SSD at f, then
JC(f) is nonempty and “SC(f)=JC(f) w*.
Proof. The fact that the set JC(f) is nonempty follows from the impli-
cation (a)S (c) given above. Clearly JC(f) w* ı “SC(f). If f ¥ “SC(f), by
Fact 2.1 there exists a net (xl) ı C such that f=w*− lim xl and
lim f(xl)=SC(f). Now by (a)S (c) of Proposition 2.2, liml d(xl, JC(f))
=0 and thus f ¥ JC(f) w*.
3. STRONG PROXIMINALITY OF SUBSPACES OF
FINITE CODIMENSION
The main result of this section (Theorem 3.2) is a general statement
which relates the strong sub differentiability of convex functionals on the
dual space with proximinality. Let X be a normed linear space and Y be a
subspace of finite codimension in X. Let Q: XQX/Y be the quotient map.
Then it is easy to check that
Y is proximinalZ Q(BX)=BX/Y.
Since X/Y=(Y+ )*,
Y is proximinalZ (BX) | Y+=B(Y+ )*,
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where, for x ¥X, x | Y+ denotes the restriction of the canonical image of x in
X** to the subspace Y+ . Now, by the Krein–Milman theorem, B(Y+ )*=
Co(Ext B(Y+ )*) and therefore,
Y is proximinalZ Ext B(Y+ )* ı (BX) | Y+ . (8)
We now need some notation from [I1]. If Z is an n- dimensional normed
linear space and (f1, f2, ..., fn) is a basis of Z, let
D0=BZ*, Di={t ¥ Di−1 : fi(t)=sup
Di−1
fi}, 1 [ i [ n.
Then we have
Lemma 3.1 [I1]. Let e ¥ Ext BZ*. Then there exists a basis
(f1, f2, ..., fn) of Z such that {e}=Dn.
We refer to Remark 2.1 for the notation JC(f). Let us state and prove
the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a Banach space and Y be a subspace of X with
dim X/Y=n. For each basis (f1, f2, ..., fn) of Y+ , we set C0=BX and
Ci=JCi−1 (fi) (1 [ i [ n) and we assume that SCi−1 is SSD at fi for
1 [ i [ n. Then Y is strongly proximinal in X.
Proof. Let (f1, f2, ..., fn) be a basis of Y+=Z. We define the sets
(Di)0 [ i [ n as above. By the Hahn–Banach theorem,
D0=B(Y+ )*=BX** | Y+=C0 | Y+ w*.
Assume that Ci−1 ]” and that Di−1=Ci−1 | Y+ w* for some i with
1 [ i [ n−1. Since SCi−1 is SSD at fi, Corollary 2.4 implies
Ci w*=JCi−1 (fi)
w*=“SCi−1 (fi);
hence Ci ]”, and by Fact 2.1,
“SCi−1 (fi)={f ¥ Ci−1 w* : f(fi)=SCi−1 (fi)}
and thus
Ci w*={f ¥ Ci−1 w* : f(fi)=sup
Di−1
(fi)}.
It follows that Ci ]” and that Di=Ci | Y+ w* for every i with 1 [ i [ n.
Pick now e ¥ Ext B(Y+ )*. By Lemma 3.1, there is a basis (f1, f2, ..., fn) of
Y+=Z such that {e}=Dn. By the above, we have {e}=Cn | Y+ w*. Since
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Cn ]”, this implies that {e}=Cn | Y+ and hence e ¥ BX | Y+ . It follows now
from (8) that Y is proximinal.
In order to show that Y is in fact strongly proximinal, it suffices, by the
characterization from [I1] (see [GI1, Section 2]) and Theorem 2.5 from
[GI1], to show that for every basis (f1, f2, ..., fn) of Y+ and every
1 [ j [ n, one has
lim
EQ 0
[sup {d(x, Cj) : x ¥ J(f1, f2, ..., fj, E)}]=0, (9)
where we set
J(f1, f2, ..., fj, E)=3
i=j
i=1
{x ¥ BX : fi(x) > SCi−1 (fi)− E}.
Note that with the notation of [GI2], we have
Ci=J(f1, f2, ..., fi).
Let us now proceed to prove (9). For j=1, it holds true by the implica-
tion (a)S (c) of Proposition 2.2. This same implication gives that for
1 < i [ n
lim
EQ 0
[sup {d(x, Ci); x ¥ JCi−1 (fi, E)}]=0, (10)
where we denote
JCi−1 (fi, E)={x ¥ Ci−1; fi(x) > SCi−1 (fi)− E}.
Now applying (10) for i=1, ..., j [ n shows Eq. (9) for j. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Remarks 3.3. (1) The assumptions of Theorem 3.2 can be refor-
mulated in such a way that they make no reference to the predual X.
Indeed, set J**(”)=BX**, S0(f)=||f|| and
J**(f1)={f ¥ J**(”); F(f1)=S0(f1)}.
For 1 [ i [ n−1, we define inductively
Si(f)=sup {F(f); F ¥ J**(f1, f2, ..., fi)}
and
J**(f1, f2, ..., fi+1)={F ¥ J**(f1, f2, fi); F(fi+1)=Si(fi+1)}.
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Corollary 2.4 shows that the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are equivalent to
saying that for every 0 [ i [ n−1, the functional Si is SSD on X* at fi+1.
(2) Using the methods of [GI2], one can show that if the subdif-
ferential map “SC(f) is norm-to-weak upper-semicontinuous at f, then
JC(f) ]” and “SC(f)=JC(f)w*. Hence, we may conclude proximinality
under the weaker assumption of norm to weak upper semicontinuity of the
set valued maps SCi−1 at fi for 1 [ i [ n, since the first part of the proof
works under this assumption.
We state now an important special case of Theorem 3.2.
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a Banach space such that the norm of X* is
Fréchet differentiable at every nonzero norm- attaining functional of X*.
Then a finite codimensional subspace Y of X is strongly proximinal in X if
and only if Y+ is contained in the set of norm-attaining functionals, and in
this case the set PY(x) is a singleton for every x ¥X and the nearest point
projection is continuous from X onto Y.
Proof. It is clear by (1) that the norm-attainment condition is neces-
sary. Conversely, pick any basis (f1, f2, ..., fn) of Y+ and assume that Y+
consists of norm-attaining functionals. Since SC0 is the dual norm, it is in
particular SSD at f1. Moreover C1 is a singleton, which makes it obvious
that SC1 , and then SCi for all i < n, is SSD at every point and in particular
at the functionals fj. Theorem 3.2 provides the strong proximinality.
Note now that if x ¥ SX is such that d(x, Y)=1, and f ¥ Y+ is such that
||f||=1=f(x), then f(x−y)=1=||x−y|| for every y ¥ PY(x). Since the
dual norm is smooth at f, this implies that PY(x) reduces to {0}, and the
result follows. The continuity of the nearest point projection is clear by
strong proximinality.
The assumptions of Corollary 3.4 are satisfied exactly by the spaces
which have an average locally uniformly rotund norm, that is, a strictly
convex norm such that the weak and norm topologies coincide on the unit
sphere (see [DGZ, Theorem IV.2.2]). In particular, its conclusion holds
when the norm of X is locally uniformly rotund. This is a strong version of
Proposition 1 from [I2]. We shall see below that Theorem 3.2 also applies
to spaces whose norm is far from being strictly convex.
4. THE SPACE K(l2) AND THE NORM-ATTAINING
FUNCTIONALS OF ITS DUAL
Our goal is now to show that Theorem 3.2 applies to the space of
compact operators on the Hilbert space l2. In order to prove this, we first
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investigate in Section 4 which linear forms on that space attain their norm
and the subsets of the sphere where they attain it.
Let l2=l2(N; C), where N denotes the set of natural numbers and C the
complex field, be the separable complex Hilbert space. Let B(l2) be the
space of bounded linear operators on l2 and let K(l2) be the space of
compact linear operators on l2. We denote the space of trace class linear
operators on l2 by N(l2) and by U(l2) the group of unitary operators on l2.
We use the operator norms on the spaces B(l2) and K(l2), and we denote
the identity operator on l2 by Idl2 . If A ¥ B(l2), rk(A) denotes the rank of
the operator A and Ker(T) is the kernel of the operator T. If A ¥N(l2),
tr(A) denotes the trace of the operator A.
The description of the dual of the space of compact operators on the
Hilbert space goes back to R. Schatten (see [Sc]). Let X=K(l2). Then
X*=N(l2) is equipped with the nuclear norm, and for A ¥N(l2) and
T ¥K(l2), the duality is given by
A(T)=tr(A*T),
where the adjoint A* of A is given by
Oy, AxP=OA*y, xP, -x, y in l2.
If E is a closed subspace of l2, we will denote the orthogonal complement
{x ¥ l2 : Ox, yP=0 -y ¥ E} of E by E+ and by PE the orthogonal projec-
tion onto E. If z is a complex number, Rez and Imz denote the real and
imaginary part of z. If f ¥X*, where X is a complex Banach space, Ref
denotes the real valued linear functional, over the real Banach space X,
given by
(Ref)(x)=Ref(x) -x ¥X.
Finally, if Y is a subspace of X, dim Y denotes the dimension of Y.
Remark 4.1. Let R denote the real field. If Z=ZC is a complex Banach
space, and ZR=Z is equipped with the real structure, the map fQ Re(f)
is a R-linear isometry between (ZC)* and (ZR)*. Clearly, norm attainment
is preserved. In what follows, K(l2)=X is equipped with its real structure.
Of course complex subspaces are in particular real subspaces, and proxi-
minality notions do not depend upon the scalar field. Hence our results
apply in particular to the complex subspaces. If T ¥X and A ¥X*, the real
duality bracket is given by
OA, TP=Re[tr(A*T)].
We start with the following observation about norm attaining trace class
operators, which is needed in the remainder of the paper.
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Lemma 4.2. Let X=K(l2). If A ¥X*, then A attains its norm over X if
and only if rk(A) is finite.
Proof. It is clear that every finite rank operator attains its norm over
X. Let us prove the converse. We can and do assume that ||A||=1. Also, to
begin with, we assume that A is a self-adjoint operator. Then there exists an
orthonormal basis (vi) of l2 and a sequence of real scalars (ai) such that
A=C
i
aivi é vi, C
i
|ai |=1.
That is,
A(y)=C
i
aiOvi, yP vi, for y ¥ l2.
For T ¥X, we have
Re[tr(A*T)]=C
i
ai Re[Ovi, TviP].
If OA, TP=1=||T||, then
|Ovi, TviP| [ 1, C
i
|ai |=1 and C
i
, ai Re[Ovi, TviP]=1,
and therefore we have
Ovi, TviP=sign(ai) -i.
This implies
Tvi=sign(ai) vi -i. (11)
Since T is compact, dim(Ker(T±I)) <. and this together with (11)
implies rk(A) <.. We now consider any X* . Then
A=U |A|,
where |A|=(A*A)1/2 \ 0, and U is a partial isometry, hence ||U||=1. For
T ¥X, we have
OA, TP=Re[tr(A*T)]=Re[tr(|A| U*T)]=O|A|, U*TP.
Hence for B ¥X*, if we let
JX(B)={T ¥X; OB, TP=||B||, ||T||=1},
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then we have
T ¥ JX(A)S U*T ¥ JX(|A|). (12)
Therefore JX(A) ]” implies JX(|A|) ]”. Since the operator |A| is self-
adjoint, by the first part of the proof, rk(|A|) <. and thus rk(A) <..
Remark 4.3. If rk(A) <. (or equivalently rk(|A|) <.), then A=
U |A|, with UU*=U*U=Idl2 . That is, U ¥U(l2).
Lemma 4.4. Let X=K(l2). If A ¥X* is a norm attaining functional,
then
JX(A)=U·JX(|A|), where U ¥U(l2).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4.3, A=U |A|, with U ¥U(l2). By
(12),
T ¥ JX(A)S U*T ¥ JX(|A|).
Conversely,
U*T ¥ JX(|A|)Z U*T ¥ JX(U*A)
S ||A||=Re[tr(A*UU*T)]=Re[tr(A*T)]
S T ¥ JX(A).
Hence the lemma.
We need the following simple observation in subsequent proofs.
Fact 4.5. Let T ¥ B(l2), ||T||=1. Let E±1 be the eigenspace of T asso-
ciated to the eigenvalues ±1. Then E +1 and E
+
−1 are T-invariant subspaces.
Proof. Assume ||v||=||w||=1, Tv=±v, and Ov, wP=0. Then
||v+tw||=`1+t2 [ 1+t2/2, -t ¥ R.
This implies
1+t2/2 \ |Ov, T(v+tw)P|=|±1+tOv, v, TwP|, -t ¥ R
which, in turn, implies Ov, TwP ¥ iR. We now replace w by iw in the above
to conclude Ov, TwP=0.
We now describe the set JX(A) for a norm-attaining A ¥N(l2).
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Lemma 4.6. Let X=K(l2) and A ¥X* be a norm- attaining functional.
Then there exists a T0 ¥X, with rk(T0) <., U0 ¥U(l2), and a finite dimen-
sional subspace E of l2 such that
JX(A)={T0+U0PE+VPE+ , V ¥X, ||V|| [ 1}.
Proof. If A is self-adjoint, by the proof of Lemma 4.1, there exists an
orthonormal set {vi: 1 [ i [ n} such that
T ¥ JX(A)Z ||T||=1 and Tvi=eivi, -1 [ i [ n
with ei=signOAvi, viP, for 1 [ i [ n. Let E=spanC{vi : i [ n}. By Fact 4.5,
if T ¥ JX(A) then T(E+ ) ı E+ . Hence if A is self-adjoint,
JX(A)={D+PE+VPE+ : ||V|| [ 1},
where D is a diagonal n×n matrix, with each entry on the diagonal being
either 1 or −1. For general A, A=U0 |A| with U0 ¥U(l2) and we apply the
first part of the proof to the self-adjoint operator |A| and use Lemma 4.4 to
conclude that
JX(A)={U0 D+U0PE+VPE+ , ||V|| [ 1}.
5. SSD AT NORM-ATTAINING FUNCTIONALS AND
PROXIMINALITY IN K(l2)
The main result of this section (Theorem 5.3) is that our general theorem
applies to X=K(l2). This extends results from [GI3] on X=c0, which
were obtained by different techniques, to the noncommutative case. We
first prove that the norm of N(l2)=(K(l2))* is SSD at all the norm-
attaining functionals. Then we proceed to show SSD for relevant func-
tionals SC, which we need for performing an easy induction on the
codimension which provides the result.
Lemma 5.1. Let X=K(l2). If A ¥X* is norm- attaining, then the norm
of X* is SSD at A.
Proof. We may and do assume ||A||=1. Also, using multiplication with
U ¥U(l2), we may and do assume that A is self-adjoint and A \ 0. Thus
A=C
n
i=1
livi é vi,
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with 0 [ li [ 1, ; li=1, and {vi: 1 [ i [ n} an orthonormal subset of l2.
We set E=spanC{vi: 1 [ i [ n}. If T ¥ BX={T ¥X; ||T|| [ 1}, then
OA, TP=Re[tr(A*T)]=C
n
i=1
li Re[Ovi, TviP].
If (Tk)k ı BX are such that
lim
k
OA, TkP=1
then, for all 1 [ i [ n,
lim
k
Re[Ovi, TkviP]=1
which implies
lim
k
Ovi, TkviP=1, -1 [ i [ n. (13)
If Ei denotes spanC(vi) for 1 [ i [ n, it follows that
lim
k
PEi (Tkvi)=vi. (14)
Now we have for 1 [ i [ n, 1 [ j [ n, and i ] j,
||PEiTkvi ||
2+||PEjTkvi ||
2+||PE+Tkvi ||2 [ ||Tkvi ||2 [ 1.
Note that (14) implies
lim
k
||PEiTkvi ||=1.
Hence
lim
k
||PE+Tkvi ||=0 and lim
k
OTkvi, vjP=0.
So,
lim
k
||PE+TkPE ||=0 (15)
and
lim
k
>PETkPE− Cn
i=1
OTk(vi), viP vi é vi >=0. (16)
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If now w ¥ E+ and ||w||=1, we have, since ||Tk || [ 1,
Re[Ovi, Tk(vi+tw)P] [`1+t2 [ 1+t2/2 -t ¥ R.
Hence, for all E > 0, if Re[Ovi, TkviP] > 1− E,
1− E+t Re[Ovi, TkwP] [ 1+t2/2
which implies
t Re[Ovi, TkwP]−t2/2 [ E.
Taking t=`E , we get
Re[Ovi, TkwP] [`E /2.
Applying this to wŒ=aw with |a|=1 gives
|Ovi, TkwP| [`E /2.
It now follows that
lim
k
||PETkPE+ ||=0. (17)
If dk=d(Tk, JX(A)), then by Lemma 4.6
dk [ ||PETkPE+ ||+||PE+TkPE ||+>PETkPE− Cn
i=1
vi é vi > .
Hence by (13)–(17), limk dk=0. Now, by Proposition 2.2, || · ||X* is SSD at
A and this completes the proof of the lemma.
We now proceed to prove SSD of the convex functional SC at A, where
C ıK(l2) is a suitably defined closed, convex, bounded set and A is a finite
rank operator. We also provide a description of the set JC(A) in this case.
Pick T0 ¥K(l2) with rk(T0) <., U0 ¥U(l2), P0 an orthogonal projection
with dim(Ker(P0)) <.. Then we have the following result.
Lemma 5.2. Let X=K(l2) and C={T0+U0P0VP0 : ||V|| [ 1}. For
A ¥X*, we recall that SC(A)=sup {OA, TP : T ¥ C}. If rk(A) <., then
(a) The convex functional SC is SSD at A.
(b) There exists a T1 ¥X with rk(T1) <., U ¥U(l2), and an ortho-
gonal projection P1 with dim(Ker(P1)) <. such that
JC(A)={T1+U1P1WP1 : ||W|| [ 1}.
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Proof. (a) If S and T are in K(l2)=X and A ¥X*, we have
tr(A*ST)=tr((S*A)* T)=tr(TA*S)=tr((AT*)* S).
Hence, by taking real parts, we get
OA, STP=OS*A, TP=OAT*, SP. (18)
For all A ¥X*,
SC(A)=OA, T0P+sup {OA, U0P0VP0P : ||V|| [ 1}.
Since P0=P*0=P
2
0, we have by (18)
OA, U0P0VP0P=OP0U*0AP0, P0VP0P. (19)
Hence
SC(A)=OA, T0P+||P0U*0AP0 ||X*=OA, T0P+||A1 ||X*, (20)
where A1=P0U*0AP0. Now assume that rk(A) <.. Then rk(A1) <.. The
maps
AQ OA, T0P and AQ A1
are both linear and || · ||X* is SSD at A1 by Lemma 5.1. Hence SC is SSD
at A.
(b) Pick T=T0+U0P0VP0 ¥ C. By (19),
T ¥ JC(A)Z P0VP0 ¥ JX(A1).
We have
A1=UŒ · |A1 |
with UŒ ¥U(l2) satisfying P0UŒP0=UŒP0. By Lemma 4.6 applied to |A1 |
restricted to the closed subspace P0(l2), we can get T
−
0 ¥X with rk(T −0) <.,
satisfying T −0=T
−
0P0=P0T
−
0, and an orthogonal projection, P
−
0, with
P −0P0=P0P
−
0=P
−
0 and dim(Ker(P
−
0)) <., such that
P0JX(|A1 |) P0={T
−
0+P
−
0WP
−
0; ||W|| [ 1}.
Hence
P0JX(A1) P0={UŒT −0+UŒP −0WP −0; ||W|| [ 1}.
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Now it follows that
JC(A)={T0+U0UŒ(T −0+P −0WP −0); ||W|| [ 1}
={T1+U1P1WP1; ||W|| [ 1},
where
T1=T0+U0UŒT −0, U1=U0UŒ, and P1=P −0.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
It is now easy to show the main result of Sections 4 and 5, which is an
application of Theorem 3.2 to the space K(l2). We refer to [GI3] for the
much simpler commutative case.
Theorem 5.3. Let X=K(l2) and Y be a subspace of codimension n in X.
Then Y is strongly proximinal in X if and only if Y+ ıNA(X), where
NA(X) denotes the set of all norm-attaining functionals on X.
Proof. Since Y+ ıNA(X), by Lemma 4.1, Y+ is contained in the space
of finite rank operators on l2. Select any basis A1, A2, ..., An of Y+ . Each
Ai, 1 [ i [ n is a finite rank operator. Set
C0=B(X) and Ck=JCk−1 (Ak) for 1 [ k [ n.
It follows from Lemma 4.6, Lemma 5.2, and a straightforward induction
that the convex functionals SCk−1 are SSD at Ak for 1 [ k [ n. Now
Theorem 3.2 shows the strong proximinality for Y.
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